In the September 2014 issue of *IEEE Communications Magazine*, vol. 52, no. 9, pp. 78–86, the article “Radio Propagation Path Loss Models for 5G Cellular Networks in the 28 GHz and 38 GHz Millimeter-Wave Bands” by Ahmed Iyanda Sulyman, AlMuthanna T. Nassar, Mathew K. Samimi, George R. MacCartney Jr., Theodore S. Rappaport, and Abdulhameed Alsanie had two errors.

The first error was in the legend of Fig. 1. The legend shows a path loss exponent “$n_{best} = 4.5$,” but it should actually show “$n_{best} = 3.7$.”

The second error was present in Table 1, row 7, starting with “TX Gain (dBi).” The last column shows a “1” when it should actually be “15.”